Final
Decorate your very own Easter basket! Happy Easter!
Step 1
Firstly, create two circles. One circle should slightly be bigger than the other for the base.

Step 2
Connect both circle with how tall you want your basket to be.

Step 3
Now you can start adding texture to your basket by doing one layer at a time.

Step 4
After doodling, 1 or 2 layers and while it’s still warm, use your hand to push the layer to create a smooth curve

Step 5
Once you’re happy with your basket, doodle the outline of the handle and connect the two ends together.

Step 6
Measure how high you want your handle you want it to be, and start doodling it's thickness
Step 7
Then connect the handle and the basket together and snip the remaining strand inside the basket.

Step 8
Now you can start doodling some Easter eggs! First, roll a small of tissue to a ball.

Step 9
Using any color you like, wrap the tissue ball.

Step 10
Wrap it around until you can't see the tissue anymore.

Step 11
Doodle as much Easter egg you want with different colors. Then stick it inside the basket.
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